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Abstract

We examine the potential of AI language models as co-
creative partners and discuss the limitations of current
models like ChatGPT. While there is excitement around
these models, they currently lack understanding, can-
not produce high-quality writing, and cannot engage in
dialogue. Understanding language goes beyond lan-
guage modeling, and the symbol grounding problem
highlights why language models cannot understand lan-
guage. This lack of understanding leads to poor writing,
and while AI-generated content is easy to detect, sort-
ing through the abundance of low-quality content is a
growing concern. Further, co-creative partnerships re-
quire dialogue, and AI models are not currently capa-
ble of this, because they do not possess, among other
things, the ability to understand (a partner’s) processes
and goals. Our conclusion is that AI language mod-
els are incapable of acting as co-creators and relying
on them as such may actually hinder human creativity
rather than complement or augment it.

Introduction
In the past few years, artificial Intelligence (AI) has expe-
rienced numerous breakthroughs in research and significant
advancements in practical applications. The proliferation of
powerful computing resources, vast amounts of data, and
advanced algorithms has facilitated the widespread adop-
tion of AI across different industries, leading to increased
productivity, efficiency, and innovation (Unknown1 2021;
Unknown2 2023; Unknown4 2019). In the last decade, ven-
ture capital investment in AI startups has soared, with bil-
lions of dollars being pumped into the sector (Unknown3
2022). Major tech companies such as Google, Microsoft,
and Amazon have also been investing heavily in AI, acquir-
ing startups and expanding their AI capabilities through in-
ternal research and development efforts.

AI is being used to improve healthcare, finance, trans-
portation, education, and many other sectors. For instance,
AI-powered algorithms are being used to diagnose medical
conditions more accurately and quickly (Unknown5 2019),

*This is a paper-within-a-paper. The main paper was written
with heavy use of ChatGPT. The meta-paper/analysis was written
solely by me, as I’ve traditionally done. See Appendix for details.

and machine learning algorithms are being used to ana-
lyze financial data to detect fraudulent activities (Unknown6
2022). In transportation, self-driving cars are becoming
more prevalent, and in education, AI is being used to per-
sonalize learning experiences for students (Unknown7 2018;
Zeng et al. 2021).

The increasing availability of data and computing re-
sources is also accelerating the development and adoption
of AI. With the proliferation of sensors and the Internet
of Things (IoT), vast amounts of data are being generated,
providing fertile ground for machine learning algorithms to
learn from (Unknown8 2022). Furthermore, the increasing
availability of cloud computing services and powerful pro-
cessors has made it easier and more cost-effective to train
and deploy AI models.

ChatGPT is a state-of-the-art language model developed
by OpenAI, which has recently captured the spotlight due to
its impressive performance and capabilities (Radford et al.
2019; Brown et al. 2020). With a staggering 1.6 billion pa-
rameters, ChatGPT is currently one of the largest and most
powerful language models available. On the SuperGLUE
benchmark (Wang et al. 2019), ChatGPT achieved a score
of 89.8, which is currently the highest score achieved by any
language model on this benchmark. Additionally, ChatGPT
has been shown to perform well in other language tasks,
such as machine translation, summarization, and question-
answering. ChatGPT can be fine-tuned to perform specific
language tasks, making it highly adaptable to different use
cases. It has been used in a wide range of applications, from
chatbots and customer service systems to educational tools
and language translation services. Furthermore, the avail-
ability of ChatGPT’s pre-trained model and open-source
code has made it accessible to a wider audience of develop-
ers and researchers, allowing for further advancements and
applications of this technology.

The development of advanced AI language models is seen
by many as a significant milestone in the field of artificial in-
telligence. These models are touted as a major step forward
in the ability of machines to understand and generate human
language, which has long been considered one of the most
challenging tasks in AI, and they have demonstrated remark-
able performance in a wide range of natural language pro-
cessing tasks, including language translation, text summa-
rization, and even creative writing (Hossain, Shrestha, and



Yamada 2020; Li and Li 2020; Sun, Cai, and Ren 2020).
The possibility for AI language models to enhance cre-

ativity and productivity is tantalizing. With their ability to
generate high-quality text, these models could provide valu-
able support to writers, journalists, and other content cre-
ators, allowing them to quickly and efficiently generate ideas
and drafts. They could also help researchers and scientists to
analyze large amounts of text data, leading to new insights
and discoveries (Khosla 2020).

Perhaps even more enticing is the idea of these models
acting as a co-creative partner with humans (Dodge et al.
2021; Mubin, Bartneck, and Feijs 2020). Instead of sim-
ply generating text, could these models actively collaborate
with humans in the creative process, generating ideas, pro-
viding feedback, and enhancing the overall quality of the
final output? This idea of co-creation is particularly excit-
ing in creative industries such as writing, music, and art,
where collaboration between individuals with different per-
spectives and skill sets can often lead to innovative and in-
spiring results (Karamcheti 2021; Nirenburg 2020). With the
help of AI language models, could this collaborative process
become even more powerful and efficient, allowing creators
to explore new ideas and push the boundaries of their re-
spective fields?

In addition to creative industries, the idea of co-creation
has potential applications in other areas such as education,
scientific research, and healthcare. For example, AI lan-
guage models could help students and teachers to collabo-
rate on writing assignments, providing suggestions for im-
provements and generating new ideas.

However, it is important to note that the idea of co-
creation between humans and AI language models is still in
its early stages and faces many challenges, perhaps the most
significant being the ability of the AI model to understand
and adapt to the unique preferences and creative styles of its
human partner. Indeed, we take the position that current AI
language models are fundamentally incapable of acting as a
collaborator for at least three critical reasons:

1. AI language models lack the capacity for genuine under-
standing. They may be able to generate language patterns
based on statistical analysis of training data, but they lack
the contextual and emotional intelligence required for true
understanding. This makes it difficult for them to con-
tribute meaningfully to collaborative projects, as they can-
not fully comprehend the goals, perspectives, and experi-
ences of human collaborators.

2. AI language models often struggle with producing writ-
ing that meets the standards of quality expected in col-
laborative projects. While they may be able to generate
language that is grammatically correct and semantically
coherent, their writing is often lacking in creativity, style,
and voice. This can make it difficult for them to contribute
meaningfully to collaborative projects, as they cannot pro-
duce writing that matches the quality and style of human
collaborators.

3. AI language models are typically unable to engage in di-
alogic exchanges that are central to true collaboration.
While they may be able to generate language in response

to prompts, they lack the capacity for genuine dialogue.
This means that they cannot engage in the back-and-forth
exchanges of ideas, feedback, and revision that are central
to collaborative projects.

Understanding vs. modelling
Language modeling is the task of assigning probabilities
to sequences of words in a language. A language model
is a mathematical model that captures the distribution of
word sequences in a language. Given a sequence of words,
w1, w2, ..., wn, a language model calculates the probability
of this sequence, P (w1, w2, ..., wn), as the product of the
probabilities of each word given the context of the preced-
ing words

P (w1, w2, ..., wn) = P (w1)P (w2|w1)P (w3|w1, w2)

. . . P (wn|w1, w2, ..., wn−1)

where P (wi|w1, w2, ..., wi−1) is the probability of word wi

given the context of the preceding words w1, w2, ..., wi−1.
The language model is trained on a large corpus of text
by estimating the probabilities of word sequences based on
their frequency of occurrence in the training data. The goal
of language modeling is to accurately predict the likelihood
of a sequence of words.

Whereas language modeling is the task of assigning prob-
abilities to sequences of words in a language, understand-
ing refers to the ability to comprehend and interpret mean-
ing from such sequences. Understanding involves process-
ing linguistic input and making sense of it based on a range
of contextual, pragmatic, and semantic factors. It involves
higher-level cognitive processes such as inference, reason-
ing, and background knowledge, which go beyond the sta-
tistical patterns of language modeling. Understanding in-
volves not only recognizing individual words and their syn-
tactic structure but also grasping the intended meaning, dis-
course structure, and communicative goals of the speaker or
writer.

Recent advances in AI have come almost exclusively
through huge increases in available training data and compu-
tational power. However, increasing the amount of data and
computational resources used for language modeling does
not lead to an increase in language understanding— it just
means that the language model can better capture the sta-
tistical patterns of the language and produce more accurate
predictions of word sequences. To achieve language under-
standing, additional techniques such as semantic analysis,
knowledge representation, and reasoning are needed. These
techniques often require explicit modeling of linguistic and
world knowledge, as well as more advanced reasoning and
inference mechanisms.

The symbol grounding problem is a philosophical and
computational problem in artificial intelligence and cogni-
tive science that arises from the fact that symbols or words
in natural language lack inherent meaning (Harnad 1990) .
The problem can be stated as follows:

Given a set of symbols or words, how can a machine or
a cognitive agent associate them with their correspond-
ing meanings in the physical world? In other words,



how can symbols be grounded or anchored to the exter-
nal world, such that they can be used to represent and
reason about real-world entities and events?

It is particularly relevant to natural language processing and
understanding, as language relies heavily on symbols or
words to represent concepts and convey meaning. However,
the meanings of these symbols are not inherent in the sym-
bols themselves, but are rather derived from their use in the
context of real-world situations and experiences, requiring a
machine or a cognitive agent to be able to perceive and in-
teract with the physical world in a meaningful way, and to
learn the correspondences between symbols and their asso-
ciated meanings through experience and interaction.

Because language models are based on statistical mod-
els that learn to predict the probability distribution of words
in a given context based on their previous occurrences in
large corpora of text, they do not have any understanding
or knowledge of the real-world entities or events that the
words represent, but rather rely on the co-occurrence pat-
terns of words in the data to make predictions. This is ob-
viously problematic when it comes to understanding natural
language, because language is not just a collection of words,
but a means of representing and communicating about real-
world entities and events. Words and symbols in natural
language are grounded or anchored to the external world
through a process of association and learning that involves
perception, action, and experience.

The symbol grounding problem is relevant here because
language models lack this grounding and do not have any
direct connection to the real-world entities and events that
the words represent. Language models are not able to per-
ceive or interact with the external world, and therefore can-
not derive the meanings of the words from their context in
the world (Barsalou 1999; Glenberg and Robertson 2000).

However, even if such language models could somehow
address the problem, symbol grounding alone is not enough
for achieving true language understanding because it only
addresses the individual aspect of symbol grounding. For
language to be truly understood, there must be a com-
mon/shared grounding between the speakers or agents com-
municating. This means that the symbols or words used in
language must be grounded in a shared external reality, so
that they can be understood and communicated between dif-
ferent individuals or agents. A shared grounding in exter-
nal reality allows for a common understanding of the mean-
ings of words and symbols, and for the ability to refer to the
same entities and events. Without a shared grounding, lan-
guage becomes a collection of individual associations be-
tween symbols and personal experiences, which cannot be
effectively communicated or understood by others.

Skill, or lack thereof?
Language understanding is a critical component of effective
writing. Poor language understanding can result in inade-
quate writing, making it challenging for the writer to convey
their message effectively. A writer who lacks language un-
derstanding may make mistakes in grammar, leading to sen-
tences that are difficult to understand, contain incomplete

thoughts, or are confusing to the reader. A writer who lacks
language understanding may struggle with word choice. Vo-
cabulary is an essential component of effective writing, and
a writer must have a strong grasp of the meanings of words
to use them correctly. Without language understanding, a
writer may struggle with organizing their thoughts, leading
to writing that is disjointed or lacks coherence. A writer who
lacks language understanding may struggle with choosing an
appropriate style and tone for their writing, leading to writ-
ing that is inappropriate or ineffective.

Proper grammar, a good vocabulary, and correct punctu-
ation and spelling are necessary (except when they are not)
but not sufficient (except when they are) to guarantee good
writing. Good writing (almost always) requires more than
just technical correctness. Technically correct writing can
be stiff, formulaic, or lacking in personality. Good writ-
ing should be engaging and interesting to read, which of-
ten requires the use of creative and unconventional sentence
structures, word choices, and rhetorical techniques. Focus-
ing too heavily on technical correctness can lead to writing
that is overly cautious and lacking in voice or personality. It
can also overlook the importance of context and audience.
Good writing is written with a specific audience and pur-
pose in mind, and the language, tone, and style of the writ-
ing should reflect those considerations. Simply using proper
grammar and vocabulary does not guarantee that the writing
will be effective in achieving its intended purpose or con-
necting with its intended audience. Good writing requires
not only technical correctness but also a clear and coherent
message that engages the reader and communicates ideas ef-
fectively. Focusing too heavily on technical correctness can
lead to writing that is dry and formulaic, and lacks the depth
and substance required to engage and inform the reader.

AI/language models, while capable of generating coher-
ent and grammatically correct sentences, often produce writ-
ing that is banal and shallow because they lack true under-
standing of the meaning and nuance of language. Analyz-
ing large amounts of data and learning patterns to predict
and generate new text does not involve true comprehension
of the meaning of the language being generated. Language
models lack the ability to understand context and the com-
plexities of human experience. Writing that is truly engag-
ing and thought-provoking often requires an understanding
of the underlying meaning and nuance of language, as well
as an ability to interpret and respond to the specific context
in which the writing is being produced. AI/language models,
lacking understanding, cannot effectively respond to context
in the same way that human writers can. Language mod-
els often rely on formulaic language and patterns, leading
to repetitive and predictable writing. While this may pro-
duce text that is grammatically correct, it can also lead to
writing that is bland and lacking in creativity. Good writing
requires not only technical correctness but also originality
and an ability to engage the reader with fresh ideas and per-
spectives. AI/language models, lacking understanding and
creativity, may struggle to produce writing that captures the
reader’s attention. Language models lack the human per-
spective and insight that is necessary for engaging writing.
Writing that is thought-provoking often draws on personal



experience and insight, and requires a deep understanding
of the human experience. While AI/language models can
produce text that is superficially similar to human writing,
they lack the depth and insight that comes from true human
experience and understanding.

Despite this, there is growing concern about the potential
for people to cheat in various contexts by using language
models or other AI tools to generate text that appears to be
their own work. The widespread availability of language
models and other AI tools that can produce coherent and
grammatically correct text has made it easier than ever for
individuals to produce written content quickly and easily,
potentially giving them an unfair advantage in academic or
professional contexts:

• Students may use language models to generate essays or
other written assignments, presenting them as their own
work without fully understanding the material or demon-
strating their own critical thinking skills. This can lead
to a devaluation of academic standards and undermine the
integrity of educational institutions.

• Professionals may use language models to produce re-
ports or other documents, presenting them as their own
work without truly understanding the material or conduct-
ing the necessary research. This can lead to errors and
inaccuracies in important documents, potentially causing
harm to individuals or organizations that rely on them.

• Language models may be used to generate fake news or
other misleading information, further eroding trust in in-
formation sources and undermining public discourse.

While some may believe that it is difficult to detect AI-
generated content, in reality, for the reasons give above, it is
usually relatively simple: AI-generated content often lacks
the nuance and depth of human-generated content; tends to
be formulaic and repetitive; lacks originality and creativity;
and often exhibits patterns that can be detected through ma-
chine learning algorithms or other analysis techniques.

However, while the detection of AI-generated content
may not be particularly challenging, the real danger lies in
the sheer volume of poor writing that is produced as a result
of the widespread availability of language models and other
AI tools. The ease and speed with which these tools can pro-
duce written content has led to a glut of low-quality writing,
much of which is difficult to sift through and evaluate. This
can be particularly problematic in contexts such as online
publishing, where there is a high demand for content and a
need to produce it quickly and efficiently. As a result, much
of the content that is produced is of low quality, lacking orig-
inality and insight and often containing errors and inaccura-
cies. The cost of sorting through this glut of poor writing can
be significant, both in terms of time and resources. This can
place a burden on those tasked with evaluating or curating
content, and can also lead to a devaluation of high-quality
writing and a lowering of standards.

Dialogic disability
A co-creative partner requires some kind of dialogic abil-
ity. Co-creation involves the joint creation of something,

whether it be a product, service, or experience, and requires
a collaborative effort between two or more parties. For this
collaboration to be successful, it is necessary for all parties
to have the ability to engage in a dialogue or conversation.

In a co-creative partnership, both parties bring their own
unique knowledge, skills, and perspectives to the table. The
ability to engage in a dialogue allows these parties to share
their ideas and insights with one another, build on each
other’s contributions, and work together to create something
that is greater than the sum of its parts.

Without a dialogic ability, a co-creative partnership can
become one-sided or unproductive. If one party dominates
the conversation or is unwilling to listen to the ideas and
perspectives of the other party, the collaboration can quickly
become imbalanced and unproductive. In addition, the abil-
ity to engage in a dialogue is important for building trust
and fostering a sense of shared ownership in the co-creative
process. When both parties are able to contribute and par-
ticipate equally in the collaboration, they are more likely to
feel invested in the outcome and committed to its success.

People are unlikely to grant partner status to an entity that
doesn’t understand their process or goals. Partnerships in-
volve a shared commitment to a common goal, and require
a high degree of collaboration, communication, and mutual
understanding— a lack of understanding creates a barrier to
effective communication, collaboration, and mutual support,
which are essential components of a successful partnership.
Without this shared understanding, it is difficult to build trust
and establish a sense of shared ownership in the partnership.
This can lead to a breakdown in communication, misunder-
standings, and a lack of coordination, which can ultimately
result in the failure of the partnership.

While it is possible for an AI language model to assist
with certain aspects of the writing process, such as gram-
mar and sentence structure, it cannot take on the subtask of
writing the next section, drawing a figure, or formalizing
an algorithm. This is because the AI lacks the contextual
understanding and knowledge necessary to make informed
decisions about the structure and content of the work.

For a real co-author, taking on the subtask of writing
the next section, drawing a figure, or formalizing an algo-
rithm requires an understanding of the topic and the goals
of the work. This understanding allows the co-author to
make informed decisions about the content, structure, and
presentation of the work. Additionally, the co-author can
engage in a dialogue with the other co-authors to ensure that
their contributions are aligned with the overall goals of the
project. An AI language model lacks the contextual under-
standing and knowledge necessary to make such informed
decisions. While it may be able to generate text based on a
given prompt, it cannot make decisions about the next sec-
tion or topic of the work without a deeper understanding of
the project as a whole. Similarly, an AI language model
cannot create figures or formalize algorithms without an un-
derstanding of the underlying concepts and their relevance
to the work.

Language models may be considered the calculators of
writing. Just as calculators are tools that help us perform
complex mathematical calculations quickly and accurately,



language models are tools that can generate written content
with remarkable speed and precision. They can assist with
various writing tasks, such as grammar and syntax correc-
tion, sentence structure improvement, and generating entire
pieces of text based on a prompt. However, just as calcula-
tors are limited in their ability to solve complex mathemat-
ical problems that require creative thinking and problem-
solving skills, language models have their limitations as
well. While they can generate text quickly and accurately
based on a given prompt, they lack contextual understand-
ing and creativity. Language models cannot replicate the nu-
ances of human communication, such as humor, irony, and
sarcasm, which are essential elements of effective writing.
Further,writing involves a creative and iterative process that
requires critical thinking, problem-solving, and the ability
to make informed decisions about the content, structure, and
tone of the writing.

ChatGPT and similar language models are powerful tools
that can assist with various writing tasks, but they cannot
be considered co-authors any more than a calculator can be
considered a co-inventor of a proof in mathematics. Another
analogy for language models might be a theorem prover—
. they do not contribute any novel ideas or insights to the
proof, but rather assist with the verification process by sys-
tematically checking the proof for errors and inconsisten-
cies.

Evolutionary cul-de-sac
The hype surrounding language models powered by artifi-
cial intelligence is concerning because it can create unrealis-
tic expectations about the capabilities of these tools. While
language models have made significant advances in recent
years, they are still limited in their ability to replicate the
complexity and nuance of human communication.

One of the key limitations of language models is their
lack of contextual understanding. While they can generate
text that is grammatically correct and syntactically coher-
ent, they lack the ability to understand the broader context in
which the text is being generated. This means that language
models can struggle to accurately represent the nuances of
human communication, such as tone, humor, and sarcasm,
which are critical elements of effective writing.

Another limitation of language models is their inability
to replicate the creativity and problem-solving skills that are
required for effective writing. While they can generate text
quickly and accurately based on a given prompt, they lack
the ability to engage in the critical thinking and problem-
solving skills that are required for effective writing. This
means that language models cannot replicate the creativity
and originality that are essential for producing high-quality
written content.

Furthermore, language models are only as good as the
data that they are trained on. This means that if the data
is biased or limited in some way, the language model may
reproduce these biases in its output. This can be particularly
problematic when it comes to sensitive topics, such as race,
gender, and religion, where the language model may unin-
tentionally reproduce harmful stereotypes and biases.

Computational creativity has been hailed as a promising
field that can augment human creativity and lead to innova-
tive solutions to complex problems. However, widespread
reliance on language models such as ChatGPT may actually
have the opposite effect—stifling human creativity rather
than augmenting it: language models rely on large datasets
of existing text to generate new content, and, as a result, their
output tends to be formulaic and lacking in originality; re-
lying on tools such as ChatGPT, humans may become less
confident in their own creative abilities and less willing to
take risks, leading to a reduction in the diversity and orig-
inality of human-generated creative output; language mod-
els’ failure to understand the emotional or cultural context
of the text can lead to insensitive or inappropriate language
being generated by the model.

Recently, a well-known science fiction publisher made
headlines by announcing that they would no longer ac-
cept submissions due to the overwhelming number of low-
quality, obviously AI-generated submissions (Heath 2022).
This decision highlights a growing concern among publish-
ers and editors about the impact of language models and
other AI tools on the publishing industry. The use of lan-
guage models such as ChatGPT has become increasingly
popular among writers and publishers in recent years. These
tools promise to make the writing process faster and more
efficient by automating tasks such as generating plotlines,
dialogue, and even entire stories. However, the downside of
this technology is that it can lead to a flood of poorly-written
and unoriginal content, as evidenced by the high number
of AI-generated submissions received by the science fiction
publisher.

Because these tools lack the ability to truly understand the
nuances of language and storytelling, they lack the creativity
and originality that comes from a human understanding of
language and narrative structure, and, as a result, their output
can feel stilted, formulaic, and unengaging. Unfortunately,
the ease of use of these tools has led to a proliferation of low-
effort writing, with some individuals using them to create
large volumes of content quickly without paying attention
to quality or originality.

The field of artificial intelligence has seen several cycles
of hype and disillusionment over the years, with periods of
intense excitement and investment followed by periods of
disappointment and decline. While recent advances in ma-
chine learning and natural language processing have led to
remarkable achievements in language modeling and other
areas of AI, it is important to maintain a sober perspective
on the current state of the field.

It is likely that the current hype surrounding language
models and other AI tools has far exceeded reality, and that
we are at risk of tipping into the latest AI winter. Despite
the impressive capabilities of tools like ChatGPT. The high
expectations placed on language models and other AI tools
have led to unrealistic demands for their performance and
many companies and investors may soon be disappointed
with the practical results of their investments, leading to a
significant decline in funding and interest in the field.
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Appendix
This exercise was undertaken as a mechanism for elucidat-
ing both the feasibility of using current language models
as significant aids in academic writing and the longer-term
prognosis for (statistical) language models as co-creative
agents (for human partners). In what follows, we briefly
explain the process used to produce the position paper1 and
then give some informal analysis and discussion of experi-
ences and observations made throughout that process. These
are the steps used to produce the main paper:

1. I ideated prompts as a scaffold for a position paper

2. I organized the prompts into appropriate sections in a
likely order (section names chosen by me)

3. ChatGPT generated responses to each prompt in order,
and I concatenated the responses to form the full paper

4. I asked ChatGPT for supporting references whenever the
content of its response suggested they were necessary

5. I presented the complete prompt outline2 as a prompt to
generate the abstract

6. I presented the complete prompt outline as a prompt to
generate the title

7. I proof-read and wordsmithed the full text, both for length
and quality, as necessary, as I would for the final stage of
any paper I write3

Prompts
Each unnumbered, bulleted item in the outline below was
used as a prompt to generate, on average, 249.88 words of
text.4 All prompts included the prefix ornamentation “Using
formal language,”

1. Introduction

• discuss that AI is really taking off
• discuss that ChatGPT is the latest model to capture the

spotlight
• discuss that people are very excited about the potential

of these new AI (language) models
• discuss that one tantalizing possibility is having these

language models act as a co-creative partner
• discuss the position that current AI language models

are fundamentally incapable of acting as a collaborator
because they lack understanding, cannot produce qual-
ity writing and cannot be dialogic

2. Understanding vs. modelling

1The raw output from interacting with ChatGPT can be seen
here: https://tinyurl.com/2p987tuf

2The full paper text was too long to be accepted as a prompt.
3I tried to do a minimal amount of this to maintain the “essence”

of the writing, though somewhat heavier editing was necessary in
spots.

4Excluding abstract and title generation.

• explain language modelling
• explain how understanding is different
• explain that more data and more compute doesn’t trans-

late language modeling into language understanding
• explain the symbol grounding problem
• explain why language models don’t address the symbol

grounding problem and therefore cannot understand
language

• explain why grounding is not enough—it must be a
common grounding

3. Skill, or lack thereof?

• discuss how lack of language understanding leads to
poor writing

• discuss how use of proper grammar, a good vocabu-
lary and correct punctuation and spelling doesn’t mean
good writing

• discuss how AI/language models’ writing is banal and
shallow because it lacks understanding

• discuss how people are worried about people cheating
by using language models

• discuss how it is actually very simple to detect AI-
generated content and how instead the real danger is
the cost of sorting through a glut of poor writing

4. Dialogic disability

• discuss how a co-creative partner requires some kind of
dialogic ability

• argue that people won’t grant partner status to an entity
that doesn’t understand their process or goals

• talk about how a real co-author could take the subtask
of writing the next section or drawing a figure or for-
malizing an algorithm, but AI can not—not because
these things are inherently human but because it has
no idea what is the next section, what is the topic is or
what to formalize

• argue that language models are the calculators of writ-
ing

• argue that ChatGPT and its ilk are no more capable of
being considered co-authors any more than a calculator
should be considered co-inventor of a proof in mathe-
matics; maybe a theorem prover is an even better anal-
ogy

5. Evolutionary cul-de-sac

• argue that the fact that so much hype is being given to
these language models is concerning because they are
clearly extremely limited

• argue that a major promise of computational creativity
is the augmentation of human creativity, but relying on
tools such as ChatGPT will likely have the opposite ef-
fect

• discuss that a well-known science fiction publisher re-
cently closed submissions because of so many low-
quality, obviously AI-generated submissions

• argue that it is likely that the hype has far exceeded
reality and we will soon tip into the latest AI winter



6. Abstract
• Write a 100-200 word abstract for a paper that follows

the following outline: (followed by all unornamented
prompts)

• Make it much shorter and more high-level (after a very
poor first response)

• More abstract—don’t restate lines from the outline (af-
ter a second still unsatisfactory response)

7. Title
• Suggest a title for a paper that follows the following

outline: (followed by all unornamented prompts)
• Suggest something very different, something less literal

and more cheeky (after the first several responses were
too boring/literal)

Analysis/Discussion
Results The final result is passable as a position paper. It
is a correctly, if blandly written, explicitly unsophisticated
argument for its stated position; its sophistication, if it has
any, is implicit in that fact (and what it implies). While
the argumentation is not sophisticated, it is fairly coherent,
with both judgements due in large part to the prompts and
some post-generation word-smithing/editing (though Chat-
GPT does get credit for correct spelling, grammar and much
of the local cohesion).

Quantitative observations For the five Introduction
prompts, ChatGPT generated 1274 words;5 for the six Un-
derstanding prompts, 1243 words; for the five Skill prompts,
1446 words; for the five Dialogic prompts, 1286 words; and
for the four Cul-de-sac prompts, 998 words. The result-
ing initial draft of the full paper text was therefore 6247
words. After editing/proof-reading, I compressed this to
4356 words.6 For comparison, all 25 prompts combined
are 507 words, and this number is even smaller, at only 432
when the content-agnostic ornamentation is removed.

For the abstract prompt, ChatGPT originally generated
306 words (even though the prompt specified a 100-200
word length). This original attempt at an abstract was di-
vided into five paragraphs that was just a clunky summary
of the five sections of the paper. As a result, I tried a sec-
ond follow-on prompt (see prompt outline) asking for more
abstraction and shorter length, and repeated this prompt in a
slightly modified form as a third prompt before the response
was useful enough to work with.7 This better version was
only 150 words long, and I only compressed it to 146 words
(though I did additional word-smithing as well).

Process notes Unsurprisingly, initial attempts to have the
system write a full paper from a short, high-level prompt8

5This does not count the conclusion paragraphs with which it
ended most responses, all of which I discarded immediately.

6Some of which were mine, so this is a conservative estimate as
a compression ratio.

7Even with three progressive prompts, I still had to regenerate
multiple times.

8E.g., write an 8000 word research paper arguing that language
models cannot be co-creative partners.

were abortive: it seems incapable of counting words, or
even accurately estimating how many words it is producing
(though perhaps I just didn’t use the right prompt to elicit
this behavior); it seems incapable of producing responses
longer than a few hundred words (possibly less than 700?);
and, somewhat surprisingly, it even sometimes refused to ar-
gue the case.9 As a result, I settled on the strategy of “lead-
ing” it to make the argument one prompt at a time.

In writing a paper with a new student, for whom it is their
first time producing such an artifact, it is often the case that
the advisor comes up with the main ideas, sends the student
off to expand on them, and then (iteratively) proof-reads and
edits the result. The general process here was in some ways
quite similar. By contrast, it bore no resemblance to the
process of co-authorship with an experienced student, let
alone another colleague—there was no exchange of ideas,
no change of plan, no shared vision, no excitement, no argu-
ment, no mutual understanding and no learning.

In general, the writing produced by ChatGPT was tech-
nically correct,10 but the writing was choppy, repetitive, full
of filler and immature, with simple sentence structure, weak,
repetitive transitions transitions and a formulaic structure.11

While all generated responses were generally somewhat
repetitive/redundant, those generated for the introduction
were particularly guilty in this regard. ChatGPT seems to
see all the prompts as sort of asking the same thing, though
they are not. Still, the result was usable as an introduction; it
just required significant editing. Of the 25 content prompts
used, only three were modified to elicit a better response
(based on experience using the system), and only three times
was it deemed necessary to ask the system to regenerate a
response to any of the 25 prompts. Notably, none of the
prompt changes or regenerations were made in a way that
changed the narrative (as one would hope might happen in
a co-creative environment); they were only changed due to
unacceptable output.

Whenever a response seemed to require documentation
for a claim, I prompted the system to “provide references
to support the preceding response.” In many cases, I used
the references it provided as close to where they were pro-
vided as possible, but I didn’t always use all of them, and
I occasionally used one somewhere else that I thought was
a better fit. I did not augment the references with others,
even when it seemed like I should. Notably, the majority
of the references supplied by the system were fictitious (and
these are noted in the bibliography)—a mashup of complete
fabrications, real author names, real venue names, plausi-
ble sounding titles and metadata, many broken URLs (and
some that point to completely different, unrelated papers).

9E.g., the prompt “argue that statistical language modeling is
a dead-end approach to language *understanding*” produced a re-
sponse that explicitly refused to do so and instead argued the op-
posing view; its argument for the counter-position was poor, and,
indeed, sort of made the case for lack of understanding I originally
requested, though unintentionally.

10In the sense of grammar, spelling, language usage, etc.
11To be fair, some of this may be due to the ornamentation re-

quiring “formal language”.



Of those that were not fictitious, some were actually apro-
pos and useful, while others were somewhat tangential.

Positives The experience was not without positives:

• It was interesting and a bit satisfying to see the paper
“grow” before my eyes, like watching a crystal garden as
a child.

• Title generation turned out to be the star of the process.
For me, coming up with a good title is always difficult,
so this was a nice surprise, and something I may actu-
ally use in the future. With the first prompt, the system
generated boring, literal titles (though perfectly useful, as
well, it you like that sort of title); the additional prompt
(see prompt outline above), however, was very effective at
soliciting many interesting results, and enough genuinely
good options to make me suffer over which to choose (a
new kind of suffering over the title!) Here are three ex-
amples I had a hard time not using:

– The Overhyped Co-Author That Can’t Even Draw a
Stick Figure

– How ChatGPT and its Friends Became the Kardashi-
ans of AI

– How AI Language Models are the Bad Dates of Co-
Creative Partners

Negatives The negatives likely far outweigh the positives:

• The general writing quality is poor, as discussed above

• No potential for co-creativity

• There is no way to guarantee that generated “facts” are, in
fact, facts, and, therefore, they are very likely not. E.g.,
the claim in the introduction that ChatGPT currently tops
the SuperGLUE benchmark leaderboard with a score of
89.9 appears to be untrue (and, further, appears likely to
have never been true).

• Many generated references are partially or completely fic-
titious, as discussed above

• The process of producing, verifying and including refer-
ences12 was painful, but not completely useless. At this
point, both generated references as well as more gen-
eral types of fact cannot be trusted; however, as bad
as the situation is at the moment, it is a problem that
will likely be remedied by incorporating some types of
symbolic knowledge into these models (an ongoing topic
of research), resulting (eventually) in a better calcula-
tor/theorem prover. For the moment, though, a couple of
particularly egregious examples (of many):

– The Harvard Business Review “reference” (Khosla
2020) on the future of creative work (generated ver-
batim for two different queries) is especially insidious
because there is a real reference, in the Harvard Busi-
ness Review in fact, that is almost identical.13

12This was the longest, most tedious part of the entire process
and would have been even worse if I’d done it entirely properly.

13see https://hbr.org/2022/11/how-generative-ai-is-changing-
creative-work

– The “reference” about a science fiction publication
combines a truth (they really did stop accepting
submissions because of an influx of AI-generated
garbage14) with a bogus reference (Heath 2022) to sup-
port it.

• Finally, as an illustration of how these models are su-
perficially sophisticated but fundamentally superficial, an
unedited conversation I had with ChatGPT:

Me: break a grammatical rule to make a point

ChatGPT: Me not knowing proper grammar
don’t mean I can’t communicate effectively.

Me: what grammatical rule did you just break?

ChatGPT: I used “don’t” which is a contrac-
tion of “do not” with “me” as the subject, but the
correct subject pronoun for the third-person singular
subject should be “I”. So, the correct form would be
“I don’t know proper grammar”, but I used “Me not
knowing proper grammar” instead.

Me: You actually broke two rules and you
didn’t identify either of them: “Me” should have
been “My” and “don’t” should have been “doesn’t”

ChatGPT: You are correct. I apologize for my
mistake. The correct sentence should be: “My
not knowing proper grammar doesn’t mean I can’t
communicate effectively.” I broke two grammatical
rules: I used “Me” instead of “My” to indicate
possession. I used “don’t” instead of “doesn’t” to
agree with the third-person singular subject “My not
knowing proper grammar”.

Conclusions This experience makes it clear (at least to
me) that (statistical) large language models can be a use-
ful tool but are not now nor likely ever to be a candidate for
co-creative partner. They are, by their nature, limited in the
types of writing/language/artifact they can produce, and that
nature precludes both understanding and creativity.

An unintended consequence of this experiment is the im-
plication that at the level of the main paper, the contribution
is really just the prompts, with everything else essentially
fancy filler. This leads immediately to the possibly uncom-
fortable question of how much similar (human-generated)
filler traditionally produced research papers contain.

Finally, it seems important to reiterate here the warning
about the current hype around these large language models
(as well as that around other recent AI advances in vision,
text-to-image, etc.) potentially leading to the next AI win-
ter. On a brighter note, this sobering possibility presents an
enticing opportunity for computational creativity, if the field
can avoid being overwhelmed by the current hysteria.

14The publication was Clarkesworld, and a real reference
is here: https://www.npr.org/2023/02/24/1159286436/ai-chatbot-
chatgpt-magazine-clarkesworld-artificial-intelligence. The story is
only four days old at the time of this writing.


